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c #34 U/13/63 

MemorandUIII 63-51 

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence 
(Article IX. Authentication and Content of Writinga) 

The Commission must approve this tentative recommendation for printing 

at the November meeting if we are to maintain our schedule. We wish to obtain 

co~nts on this tentative recommendation and the tentative recommendation on 

l!eo.rsa.y Evidancc so that they can be considered at the same time. The two rec-

am~~nd~tiona are related. 

It is imp·,rtant that we maintain our printing schedule. This permits us to 

spread the staft work on the printing program. More important, it will provide 

interested persons with an adequate opportunity to review our work. 

The Northern Section ot the state Bar COmmittee bas advised us that it 

E.~:proves the tentative recO/llllendation (except for one matter noted below). The 

C COOllIIelltS of the Northern Section are set out as Exhibit I (pink sheets). 

c 

The Southern Section of the State llar COIIIlI1ttee does not plan to submit any 

comments on this tentative reCOlllllendation. The Southern Section has been unable 

to 'obtain a quorlJll for its meetings and plans to devote its remaining time to the 

l'r~.vileges recO/llllendation and other recODII!endations. 

Hea.ae read the tentative reCOlllllendation (two copies attacbed) carefully 

prior to tllll meeting. Mark your suggested changes in the CCIIIIIIents on one copy 

a.r.il. turn it in to the staff at the meeting. 

Listed below is the matter that the Northern Section believes should be 

rev levod and e.l6o cr",~ral ma. tters noted by the sta.t1'. 

~!~onship of_Rule 68 to Subdivision (11) of lhlle 63. 

The sta.:f't suggests that the relationship ot Rule 68 to aubdiv1s101l (11) of; 

Revised lhlle 63 be considered. Subdividon (11) reads as follovs: 
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c 
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Rule 63. Evidence of a statement which is made other than by 
a witness while testifying at the hearing and is offered to prove 
the truth of the IIBtter stated is hearsay evidence and is ill&dmissibl.e 
except: 

* * * 
(17) SlI.lIdee*-.e-Rllle-~ (a) If meeting the requireants of 

authentication ua:ier Rule 68, to prove the content of ti!e-reHri. a 
writ in the cus of a blic officer or , a writing
purporting to be a copy thereof. ef-all-e idal-neeri.-ft'-ei-all 
~tl!uritIJ 

to p~~~ ~~~~H~a!i~~~~a~~~~~u ... i .. ~~,~~di~~~ 
by the public officer or emplOYee who is the Official custodian of the 
effieial records et-4;8e in that officer reciting d1ligent seerch and 
failure to find such record.:, t 

The above revision is contained in the tentative recOlllDendation on the Hearsay 

Evidence Article. Note that paragraph (a) of subdivision (17) of Revised Rule 63 

covers 8X!Y writ1n§ in the custody of a public officer or emp!0Je8, not merely 1>be 

content of an official record. 

Subdivision (17) was revised to include any writing in the custody of a 

public officer or employee in order to pe:nn1t use of a certified copy of a 

writing that was not an official record. In several cases the issue has arisen 

&s to wbether certain documents were "public records" open to public inspection. 

In Coldwell. v. san Francisco, J.87 Cal. 510 (192l), plans, dra~ IIBpS and othel' 

data were held not to be "public records," since they had not been approved by 

the engineer, but it also was held that they could be inspected under what is now 

Government COde Section l227 as "other matters in the office of any officer," . 

notwithstanding the tentative character of such data. '!he CoIIIII18sion originally 

revised SUbdivision (17) to make it clear that materials such as those involved 

in the Coldwell case were included under subdivision (17). 

You will note that Revised R1l.e 63(17) refers to Rule 68. Either Rule 68 

IIDlSt be adjusted to conform to subdivision (17) of Revised Rule 63 2! subdivisi"'" 
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C (17) of Rule 63 must be revised to restore the original URE language which 

limited that subdivision to official records. 

Attached as Exhibit II (yellow sheets) is a revised version of 1blle 68. 

This exhibit contains Rule 68 as revised to conform to subdivision (17) of 

Revised Rule 63. 

The policy question presented for Commission decision is: Should Rule 68 

be revised as indicated in EKhibit II (with the additional complexity that the 

revision introduces) or should subdivision (17) of Revised Rule 63 be revised to 

conform to Rule 681 Does the rare case where some writing (not a public record) 

in the custody of a public officer or employee is needed. in a law suit justify the 

complexity that Exhibit II would introduce into Rule 681 

Second Best Evidence Rule - Rule 70. 

Under the URE, if a writing fal.ls within one of the exceptions to the best 

C evidence rule, any otherwise admissible secondary evidence of the content of the 

writing may be used. 

c 

UDder the tentative recommendation, the proponent of the writing must use 

a copy of the writing if he has one in his possession or control. And, if the 

orig1Il8J. is an official record or document or is a recorded document, the pro-

ponent must show in addition that he could not in the exercise of reasonable 

diligence have obtained a copy. Note that if the writing is not a matter of 

public record, the proponent does not have to show that he exercised. reasonable 

diligence to obtain a copy. 

The Northern Section of the State Bar COIII!Ii ttee suggests that the proponent 

of a writing should, in every case, show that he could not in the exercise of 

reasonable diligence have obtained a copy. In effect, this is the second best 

evidence rule--the proponent, having shown that one of the exceptions to the 
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<:: best evidence rule applies, must now show that he exercised reasonable diligence 

to obtain the second best evidence. The COmmission took the position that this 

second shOWing would cause undue ,delay and controversy in the trial of an action 

and declined to D8ke it applicable unless the writing was a public record, in 

which case a copy could easily be obtained. 

c 

c 

See' comment to subdivision (2) of Rule 70 on pages 23 and 24 of the ten

tative recommendation. 
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Repeals. 

We inadvertently failed to include the repeal of Code 

of Civil Procedure Section 1940 in the tentative recommenda-

tion. 

The following should be added following page 33 of the 

tentative recommendation: 

Section 1940 provides: 

1940. WRITINGS; PROOF OF EXECUTION; METHODS 

Any writing may be proved either: 
One--By anyone who saw the writing executed; or, 
Two--By eviaence of the genuineness of the hand-

writing of the maker; or, 
Three--By a subscribing witness. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by 

Rule 71. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 



Memo 63-51. 
EXHIBIT I 

October 23, 1963 

California law Revision Commission 
School of law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, california 

Attention: Mr. John H. DeMoully 

Gentlemen: 

The Northern Section of the Committee to Consider tJn1f'0l1Il Rules 
of Evidence met on October 22, 1963 for the purpose of' considering Article 
IX (Authent:l.cat:l.on and Content of Wrltings) of' the proposed UnifoJ:1ll au.el 
of Evidence. 

Rule 67: Authentication Required. 

The chaiIUUl reported on Rule 67 and it was agreed by all 
present that this sets forth the present rule. The add:l.tion by the law 
Revision Commiss:l.on (hereinafter called "CoaImissiod') of langueF requ:l.rins 
authentication of the or:l.g1nal or a copy of a writing before secondary 
ev:l.dence of its content my be received was cons:l.dered to be sound. 

The paragraph added by the CoIIIIIIiS8ion which requires ~ 
contest as to authenticity to be determined by the trier of tact, while 
prol;lSbly not necessary, was considered to be a proper precaut:l.onary 
provision. 

Rule 67 as revised by the Commission was therefore approved. 

Rule 67.5: Authentication of Ancient Writings. 

The chail1l8n reported upon tb:I.s rule and pointed out that 
it proposes a fundamental. change in the california law in that under our 
present law an ancient document once authent:l.cated :l.s pre8Ullled to be au
thentic. The proposed rule would ellm1nate the presumpt:l.on w:l.th the 
result that the trier of' tact would not ult:l.mtely be requ:l.red to find the 
document to be authentic even in the absence of contrary evidence. The 
COIIIIII:I. ttee thought tb:I.s to be a wise change. 

It was then pointed out that due to the fact that authent:l.cation 
no longer results in a presumpt:l.on, the provis:l.on of our law requiring a 
showing that the document be acted upon as genuine should be eliminated, 
particularly in view of the tact that such proof my oi'ten be 1IIIpos8ible 
to obtain w:l.th documents other than dispositive inst:ruments. The C0m
mittee agreed that this e11mh"'-tion was proper and fUrther agreed with 
the Comnis8ion's addition of the requirement that the Judge find that the 
document is in such condition as to create no suspicion concerning its 
authenticity. 



The Committee, therefore, approved Rule 67.5 as proposed 
by the Commission. 

Rule 68: Authentication of Copies of Records. 

The chai= reported upon Rule 68. It was pointed out that 
subdivision (l) of Rule 68 would extend our present law regarding publi
cation of official documents to any writings so published, the present 
law being limited to executive and legistative action. The Committee 
could see no real reason for the present limitation and, therefore, 
approved the proposal. 

Subdivision (2) is really only an extension of the principle 
of Rule 68 and it was, therefore, approved. 

The chairman thereupon pointed out that subdivisions (c) and 
(d) of the original U. R. E. Rules (now numbered (3) and (4» were revised 
by the COIIIIllission so as to conform with present california law in that 
under subdivision (3) mere certification of a writing as a correct ccrw 
of the record or entry by a person purporting to be an officer or the 
deputy of an officer having the legal custody of the record is sufficient 
to authenticate such copy of any state, or the United States or of a 
territory, district or possession in which the record is kept. The U.R.E. 
Rule would have limited this to California and with respect to other states 
would have required a statement by certain officers declaring that the 
person who had attested or certified the writing as a correct copy is the 
officer or deputy who has the custody of the record. 

With respect to subdivision (4) it was pointed out that it 
retains the present california rule with respect to documents kept in 
foreign countries and thus requires a statement as to custody as above 
mentioned. The rule proposed by the Commission eliminates present 
requirement of an intermediate statement by an official of a foreign 
country thus confining the requirement only to a statement of a foreign 
service Officer. 

i'he Committee was of the opinion that the proposals of the 
Commission were sound. and further approved the last sentence added by 
the Commission with regard to the prima facie establishment of the 
genuineness of the statment by the Signature of the foreign service 
officer and the affixation of a seal purporting to be the seal of his 
office. 

Rule 69: Certificate of Lack of Re~. 

Mr. Abramson reported upon this section and recommended its 
approval. The Committee accepted the recommendation. 
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Rule 70: Doc1lll1entary Originals As The Best Evidence. 

Mr. Abramson reported upon this rule. He stated that the 
proposed rule preserves the present California rule except for certain 
innovations. 

With respect to subdivision l(b) the proposed rule would do 
away with the California rule which recognizes a writing which is beyond 
the jurisdiction of the state as a lost document. The Commission's version 
would not have allowed secondary evidence of such a document unless it 
should be shown that it was not reasonably procurable by the proponent 
by use of the court's process or by other available means. Mr. Abramson 
was of the opinion that this was a reasonable requirement and recommended 
its approval. The Committee agreed. 

Mr .. Abramson then pointed out that subdivision l{cJ would change 
the California law in that it would require notice to produce an original 
notice as a condition to offering secondary evidence. He pOinted out that 
there is no reason why an exception should have been made for a document 
which is a notice and recommended approval of the Commission's proposal. 
The Committee agreed. 

Subdivision led) dealing with collateral writings caused 
considerable discussion, but the Committee finally approved its inclUSion. 

Subdivisions l(e), (f) and (g) presented no problems and were 
approved. 

With respect to subdivisions 2{b) and (c), Mr. Abramson 
pointed out that these would now provide that with both private and 
public documents, "second best" evidence must be offered, if available, 
in preference to oral testil!lony. Mr. Abramson pointed out that the 
fundamental difference between (b), dealing with private writings, and 
(c), dealing with public writings, was that in respect to the latter 
the proponent must show that he could not in the exercise of reasonable 
diligence have obtained a copy. Mr. Abramson was of the opinion that 
there is no reason for this distinction and that the Saffie requirement 
should be included in (b) with respect to private writings. The Com
mittee agreed. 

Subdivision 3, while probably not necessary, as hereinbefore 
noted with respect to a sil!lilar provision in Rule 67, was approved as a 
precautionary measure. 

The result of the foregoing is that the COIIIIllittee approves 
Rule 70 as revised qy the Commission except that the Committee would 
suggest that the proponent be required to show the exercise of reasonable 
diligence to obtain a copy of a private writing as a condition to the 
introduction of oral testimony under 2(b). 
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Rule 71: Proof of Witnessed Writings. 

The chairman pointed out that the language here was that of 
Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1940 rather than the proposal of U.R.E. 
The Committee approved this change. 

Rule 72: Photographic Copies To Prove Contents Of Business And 
Public Records. 

The Committee approved this rule as revised by the Commission. 

-4-

Sincerely yours, 

Lawrence C. Baker, Chairman 
State Bar Committee on 
Uniform Rules of Evidence 
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Memo 63-51 

EXHIBIT II 

RULE 68. AUl'HEltl'ICATION OF COPIES OF [~~] PUBLIC WRITINGS. 

(l) As used in this rule, "public writing" means any writing in 

the custody of a public officer or employee. 

(2) A writing purporting to "be a copy of [&R-eU;!.eia!-l!'eeeri--o 

.'-aa-ea.F,Y-'Wlenu,] a public writing meets the requiremen-;; of authentica

tion as a Copy of suc.h public writing if' Ha~] the judge finds that1-

hl The writing purporting to be a Copy purports to be published by 

authority of the nation, state or subdivision thereof, in which the 

brsssJli) public writing is kept; or 

(b) Elridence has been introduced sufficient to lrarrant a fU1d1ng that 

the writing purporting to be a copy is a correct corrY of the [RSeN-e. 

IIJI.., J public writing; or 

(c) The office in which the [P880ilJ public writing is kept is within 

[.IU.I-s.a"] the United states or any state, territory, c1istrict or 

possession thereof and the writing purporting to be a copy is attested 

or certified as a correct copy of the [Jlse&i-o-sll-;;pY J public writing 

by a person purporting to be [Sli-eU:l:eel'r-8Jl-a-al!l'lii;y-e#-aa-e#fieeJl1] !. 

publiC officer or e!!jplOl8e baving the legal. custody of the [Jleeeri] public 

writing; or 

(d) [iI] The office in which the public writing is kept is not 

within the [ ..... ] United states or any state, territory, district or 

pos8Cssion thereot aDd tile writing purporting to be a .;;opy is a-~j;eBted .2!. 

certified as required in [elape] paragraph (e) and is accompanied by a 

C {""':liea1ls] statement declaring that [s101I!a] the person who attested or 
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c· certified the writing as a correct copy is the public officer [1) ~:. 

;e!oyee who, bas the custody of the [pesspa) public \r.citing. [U--Gse-effiee 

iB-wRiek-~I!,Q-peeeN-is-kelli;-ill-wi1;siiB-i;ae-YBiii;ea-"'~aj;es-e?-wii;su.-a-1;eppii;OPy 

9P-iBlI~-,e8seBlliea-sa9deei;-i;e-i;ae-aeaiBi8R-af-i;ae-Yei1;8Q-"1;ai;8s7-1;ke 

eepj;ifiBai;e-~-ge-maae-9y-a-d~e-8f-a-eo~i;-e~-pes8pa-ef-1;8e-aisi;p~8t-9P 

p~'i;ieal-IIQ9iivisioB-iB-wai8s-1;se-POe8pa-~8-H811i;y-a~j;asB1;iieatea-sy-tsa 

s8al-ef-i;ke-e@RPi;7-oP-~-8e-aae.e-aY-eRy-pa81ic-ef~ieop-l!aviBg-a-B8al-ef 

eff!ee-aai-kaviHg-effieial-aQi;iee-iB-1;ae-a~si;pie1;-8?-pelij;i8al-su8Qivis~ea 

iB-waiea-i;ke-pessp&-is-llepl;1-aai;seBi;ieai;se.-8y-1;se-seal-ef-ais-affiseT--~: 

i;ke-effiee-iB-vB!ek-i;8e-peeepQ-ie-kelli;-ill-~-a-f9PEiBB-si;a1;e-sp-eewsi;pYr] 

The [ssn&fieai;e] statement IIIB¥ be made .2!!:!r by a secretary of an embassy 

or legation, consul general, consul, vice consul, or consular ~ent or by 

~ officer in the foreign service of the United States stationed in the 

C foreign state or country in which the [PS81n1e.] public writing is kept, 

c 

{aat1.] authenticated by the seal of his office. The [lenuineness of the 

statement shall be prima facie estaolished gr the s~ture of a person 

;eurPorting to be an officer authorized gr this rule to mo.l;:e the statement 

and the affixation of a seal purporting to be the seal of his office. 

COMMENT 

Rule 68 in Seneral. 

Under existing law, .a copy of certain official records IIIB¥ be authen

ticated for the purpose of introduction into evidence by showing that it 

was published by official authority or by showing that certain requisite 

seals and signatures appear on the copy. The rules are complex and detaUed 

and appear for the most part in Article 2 (beginninG \TUh Section 1892) of 
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c 

Chap'i;er 3, Title 2, Part 4 of the Ceile of Civil Procedure. 

Revised Rule 68 substitutes for these rules a uniform rule that can 

be applied'to all public writings 'found within the United States and another 

applicable to all public writings found outside the United States. To con

form ,to subdivision (17) of Revisec1 Rule 63, Rule 6V has been revised so 

that it applies to all "public wrHings"-- Le., of'l"icial records and other 

writings in the custody of a public officer or employee. See Tentative 

Recommendation on Article VIII (Hearsay Evidence), p. 329. 

The preliminary language of subdivision (2) has been revised to make 

clear that this rule sets forth the method of authen"Gicating only the copy 

offered in evidence; this rule does not provide the procedure for authen

ticating the public writing itself. Under Revised Rule 63 (17),6 however, 

the authenticated copy is evidence of the content of the public writing. 

In the case of an official record, -che authenticated copy necessarily, 

therefore, is evidence that there is an official record and it is that be-

inc; proved by the copy. Thus, authentication of the copy of an official 

record under Rule 68 supplies at the same time sufficient evidence to au-

thenticate the official record as the official record. In some cases, the 

person rn8¥ be seeking to prove not only that there is an official record 

too';; corresponds to the copy offered in evidence, but also that the official 

record was signed by certain persons or that the official record is a 

correct copy of another document siGned by certain persons. In such in-

stances, introduction of the authenticated copy of the official record 

rn8¥ not supply the re~uisite authentication, for merely offering evidence 

that there is an official record and that it corresponds to the copy 

offered does not necessarily supply evidence that the official record is 

6See note 4 supra. 
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c 

all that the proponent claims it is··~a document signed by certain pc:::,sone 

or a correct copy of another document signed by certain persons. In the case 

of a recorded deed, Rule 63(19)7 ~~es the officia!. record itself evidence 

of the content and due execution of the original deed; hence, no further 

evicence would be necessary to authenticate the oriGinal deed. But in the 

absence of some presumption, hears~ exception, or other rule of law giving 

the official record the effect of supplying the furt,ler authenticaUon re

quired, the proponent would be required to offer some further authenticat

ing cvidence. 

Subdivision (2). 

:Paragra.ph (a). :Paragraph (a) provides that a public uriting purport

inc to be published by official authority is sufficiently authentica.ted. 

Uniiel' Section 1918 of the Code of Civil Procedure .. '~he acts and proceed~ 

iugs of the executive and legislature of any state, the United States or a 

forei3Il government may be proved by documents and journals published by 

official authority. Paragraph (a) in effect makes applicable these pro·· 

visions of Section 1918 to all public writings. This extension of the 

means of proving public writings is recommended, for it nill facilitate 

the proof of many official documents the authenticity of which is presumed 

(subdivision 35, Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963) and is seldom sub

ject to question. 

:Paragraph (b). Paragraph (b) merely provides that a copy of a public 

writing ma;y be authenticated by the admission of evidence sufficient to 

sustain a finding that it is a correct copy. Undel' this paragraph, a copy 

made by anyone of a public writing "ould be admissible if the copyist 

1See note 5 supra. 
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testifie:i directly th:xt it 1-laS E, correct copy. The par8.0"Taph is tbU3 b];.t: 

a special app.'!.icatio:c, of the secone, sentence of Rule 67. Existing statutes 

recognize the rule in some specific situations (see, for example: subdiv·· 

ision 1 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1907). It is included in Ru.'.e 

68 in order to make the provisions of the rule comple'0e insofar as the 

authentication of copies of public lfritings is concerned. 

Paragraphs (c) and Cd) geilera~ Paragraphs (c) and Cd) set forth 

the rules for admitting attested or certified copies of public writings. 

The liRE provisions relating to documents found within the State require 

"a'0'0estation" by a person purporting to be the leaaJ. custodian. Documents 

found outside the State require such attestation and, in addition." a cer

tificate attesting that the person attesting the copy is in fact the custo·· 

dian of the original record. The lford "attest" is seldom found in exist

inG California statutes. A person .Tho "attests" a document merely affi::'lllS 

it to be true or genuine by his signature. ExistinG California statutes 

require doclmJ.ents to be "certified". The +,erm is (efined in Sect. ion 1923 

of the Code of Civil Procedure as a statement that the certified copy is a 

correct copy of the original signed by the certifying officer under his 

seal of office if he has one. Thus, +'he only difference between the words 

is that the statutory definition of "certified" requires the use of a seal 

if '0he authenticating officer has one while "attested" does not. The rule 

has been revised to include the use of the statutorily defined word "certi

fiecl" as it is the more familiar term in California practice. 

Paragraph (c). In some respects, existing California procedures for 

authenticating copies of official documents are siLIpler than those recom

mended in the URE and in other respects they are more complex. Under 
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existing law, copies of many recorcs of the United States ~overnment and 

of -the governments of sister states may be authenticated simply by the 

si::.;nature of the custodian under his official seal if any. For example, 

sec Sections 1901, 1905 and 1918, subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 9, of the Code 

of Civil Procedure, and Section 6600 of the Corporations Code. Under the 

URC, such copies would be required to be attested by the custodian, and 

that the attesting officer is the custodian would be required to be attest .. 

eO. by the certificate of another officer. The existing procedures have work

ed ,Tell in practice and there appears to be no reason for introducing addi

tional complexity into the California law in this reGard. Therefore, under 

the revised rule, the simple provisions of paragraph (c)--which require 

merely attestation or certification by the custodian--have been made applic-

able to copies of all public wrHincs found within the United States or its 

possessions. The more complex procedures required ~;y the URE for out-of

state documents have been limited to documents found in foreign countries. 

Paragraph (d). Because paragraph (d) has been limiced to foreign 

public writings, much of the language of the URE rule has been eliminated 

as superfluous. The procedure specified in the revised rule for authenti

cating a copy of a foreign document is generally simpler than the proce

dures available under existing statutes. Under existing statutes, it is 

usually necessary to obtain the certificate of the custodian, a certificate 

from another official that the document has been certified by the legal 

cus"codian and, finally, a certificate from a foreign service officer of the 

United States. See, for example, subdivision 8 of Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 1918. Under the revised rule, the signature of the legal custodian 

<:: is required and, in addition, the signature of a foreign service officer 
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c- of -;;he United States under the seal of his offiee. n"vised Rule 68 (2)(d) 

.nll substitute one simplified procedure for authenticating foreign public 

writings for the complex procedures set forth in several long and compli-

ca·;; ed sect ions. 

In one respect, the proposed authentication procedure ,nIl be somewhat 

mOi'e complex than that required by existing law. Under Section 1901 of 

the Code of Civil Procedure a copy of a public wrHing of any state or 

eountry may be authenticated by the attestation or certificate of the cus-

todian under the state or national seal. See also subdivision 4 of Code of 

Civil Procedure Section 1918. The revisecl rule does not ~'ecognize the 

na-Gional seal of a foreign country as sufficient authentica-Gion unJ.ess the 

certificate of a United States foreign service officer is also obtained. 

Hmrever, the reviSion is desirable so that the authcnticHy of copies of 

foreign documents may be established by one reasonallly simple and uniform 

procedure. 

~'he last sentenee of paragraph (d) has been adc .. ed to clarify the URE 

rule. The policy underlying this rule and the existing statutes is that 

documents certified to be copies of official recortis should "prove them-

selves", that is, it should be unnecessary to call the custodian himself 

as a ,ritness to give evidence as to the authenticity of the doeument and 

it should be unnecessary to call ;,itnesses to establish the authority of 

the authenticating officers. Paragraphs (c) and (el) express this policy 

by providing that a copy is authenticated by a signature purporting to be 

that of an authorized officer. The last sentence has been included to 

make clear that the required statement, too, will "prove itself." Of 

c course, the opposing party may attack the authenticHy of the s-tatement 
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ar the capy itself by a-oher evidence, and in such a case, the trier af fact 

Illu$i; resalve the conflict in the evidence. 
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